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ABSTRACT 
 

Active air-cooled heat sinks are among the most commonly used thermal management solutions in broad 
applications. Although reducing the thermal resistance of a heat sink is one of the main goals of developing an 
efficient heat sink, pressure drop across the heat sinks is another important parameter, as such high pressure drops 
may impede utilizing the heat sink regardless of its low thermal resistances. As a result, reporting thermal 
performance of a heat sink without pointing to its pressure drop would lead to confusion and uncertainty about the 
functionality of the heat sink in practical applications. In this study, the crucial role of pumping power in designing 
and selecting efficient heat sinks is demonstrated by performing experiments on perforated-finned heat sinks at 
five different porosities, and comparing the results with those of a heat sink without perforations.  This study 
presents a practical insight about comparing the performances of different heat sinks, as well as a new family of 
efficient heat sinks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The low cost, simplicity, and availability of air have made active air-cooled heat sinks the primary thermal 
management solutions in a variety of applications from microscale to large-sized systems [1]. These heat sinks 
consist of fans used to draw air through parallel channels that are separated from each other via fins. The heat 
source that is attached to the heat sink will be cooled by exchanging heat to the flowing air inside the channels 
[2]. Designing an efficient heat sink requires minimizing the key design parameters of (i) thermal resistance, 
(ii) pumping power, and (iii) volume [3]. Combining 85 KWh/kg that is required to form, assemble, and 
transport aluminium heat sinks with the energy consumed in the operation of the fans, the total energy required 
for the cooling of a typical microprocessor can be expressed as [4]: 
 
𝐸𝐸T = 85𝑀𝑀 + 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 (1) 

 
where ET (KWh), M (kg), 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 (W), and t (hrs) are the energy used for cooling, mass of the heat sink, the fan 
pumping power, and the operating lifetime of the fan, respectively. 
 
In this study, the key role of pumping power in designing and describing the thermal performances of air-
cooled heat sinks is demonstrated by investigating the thermo-fluid characteristics of perforated-finned heat 
sinks (PFHSs) through experiments. The experimental setup and PFHSs are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Comprehensive explanations about the experimental procedure are provided in references [1] and [5]. A 
centrifugal blower blew the air through a stainless steel duct with a rectangular cross section of 7.62 cm by 
3.73 cm and a length of 1.5 m.  The heat sinks were made of 6063-T5 aluminium alloy, and included 19 parallel 
channels (20 fins) with the fin thickness at 0.96 mm, and the channel length (L), height (H), and width (Wch) 
at 203 mm, 22.86 mm, and 2.18 mm, respectively. The thickness of the heat sink base was at 2.54 mm. Square 
cross sectional perforations with the size (LP) of 7.62 mm were fabricated on the lateral surfaces of the fins by 
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EDM technique. All PFHSs had two rows of perforations. Five PFHSs were tested at different porosities, as 
such, the porosity of 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55 were equivalent to PFHSs with 12, 20, 28, 36, and 44 
perforations, respectively. The porosity (𝜙𝜙) is defined as the ratio of the void volume of the fins due to 
perforations to the volume of the fin without perforation, as 𝜙𝜙 = 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃

2

𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿
, where NP stands for the number of 

perforations. 
 

 
Fig.  1. [Left]: Exploded view of the experimental setup. (1): heat sink; (2): air duct; (3): blower; (4, 5): inlet 
and outlet resistance temperature detectors; (6, 7): high and low-pressure sensors of the differential pressure 
transducer; (8): rubber gasket; (9): polycarbonate cover; (10): insulation layer at the floor of the duct; (11): 
insulation layers around the heat sink. [Middle]: A PFHS with 12 perforations. [Right]: Bottom of heat sink. 
 
A solid-finned heat sink (SFHS, a heat sink without perforations) was used as the base for comparisons. Five 
grooves at different distances from the inlet of the heat sink were machined on the heat sink base (shown in 
Fig. 1 [Right]). Five T-type thermocouples were inserted into grooves for measuring the temperature 
distribution across the heat sink base. A uniform heat load was provided to the base of the heat sinks by using 
a 51 mm by 203 mm insulated flexible heater that was adhered to the heat sink base. The heater was powered 
by a variable transformer. The duct and heat sinks were covered by thermal insulation layers to minimize the 
heat loss to ambient. By subtracting the sensible absorbed heat by the air from the electrical heat input, the 
heat losses in the present experiments ranged 3.4-7.9%. Therefore, it is assumed that the whole input heat was 
absorbed by the heat sink. As a result, the electrical input heat (𝑄𝑄) is used for data reduction. The total airflow 
rate inside the air duct ��̇�𝑉, m

3

s
� was determined by using an airflow bench. The Reynolds number (Re, based 

on the hydraulic diameter of the channel), and the thermal resistance of the heat sink �𝑅𝑅, ℃
𝑊𝑊
� are calculated as 

follows: 
 

Re =
2𝜌𝜌�̇�𝑉

𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇(𝑊𝑊ch + 𝐻𝐻) 
(2) 

 

𝑅𝑅 =
𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏,max − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖

𝑄𝑄
 (3) 

 
where N, Tb,max and Ti are the number of channels (=19), the maximum temperature recorded by the embedded 
thermocouples at the heat sink base, and the inlet temperature of the air, respectively. While thermal resistance 
is an important design criterion used to describe the thermal performance of a heat sink, pressure drop (∆𝑃𝑃) is 
another key design parameter, as such, a large ∆𝑃𝑃 may hinder using the heat sink regardless of its low thermal 
resistances. ∆𝑃𝑃 is well described by the pumping power �𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝�, which is correlated as follows: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 = �̇�𝑉 × ∆𝑃𝑃 (4) 

 
In the present experiments, ∆𝑃𝑃 across the heat sink was measured by a differential pressure transducer, which 
its high and low-pressure sensors are shown by numbers 6 and 7, respectively, in Fig. 1.  
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2. RESULTS 

 
The maximum value of the ratio of the Grashof number to the square of the Reynolds number in the present 
experiments was below 6.35 × 10−4, which indicates forced convection as the dominant mode of heat transfer 
[5, 6]. Fig. 2 illustrates the thermal resistances of the heat sinks as a function of the Reynolds number. Due to 
a negligible deviation in the air densities (below 1.3%) at a given heat load among all heat sinks, Reynolds 
numbers are proportional to flow rates [5]. Based on Fig. 2, although at a given Reynolds number all PFHSs 
reduced thermal resistances, this encouraging result without any information about ∆𝑃𝑃 across PFHSs is not 
persuasive enough to use PFHSs instead of the SFHS. 
 

 
Fig.  2. Thermal resistance versus Reynolds number. Legends stand for SFHS and PFHSs with different porosities. 
 
The pressure drops across different heat sinks are illustrated in Fig. 3. ∆𝑃𝑃  increases monotonically by 
increasing the number of perforations due to a monotonic increase in flow disturbances inside the channels. In 
addition, although increasing the porosity reduces the solid lateral surface of the fins, the pressure drops 
become larger monotonically, which indicates the dominance of the pressure drag compared with the friction 
drag in PFHSs. Comprehensive explanations can be found in [1, 5]. Although all the heat sinks were tested at 
the same input blower voltages, various heat sinks experienced different ranges of Reynolds numbers (flow 
rates), which is due to different flow resistances among heat sinks. Therefore, based on Eq (4), PFHSs are 
potentially appropriate thermal management solutions for reducing pumping power although they increase ∆𝑃𝑃. 
 

 
Fig.  3. Pressure drops versus Reynolds numbers. Legends stand for SFHS and PFHSs with different porosities. 
 
While based on Fig. 2, PFHSs are promising cooling devices for reducing thermal resistances at a given flow 
rate/Reynolds number, Fig. 3 reveals the limitations of using PFHSs as their higher pressure drops. Here, it is 
necessary to describe the thermal performances of heat sinks based on the pumping power that includes the 
effects of both flow rates and pressure drops, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This figure provides a sufficient insight 
about performances of individual PFHSs as well as a valid technique for comparing thermal performances of 
different heat sinks with each other. Based on Fig. 4, at a given pumping power, the PFHS with the porosity 
of 0.25 resulted in the lowest thermal resistances among all the heat sinks tested in the present experiments, 
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and the PFHSs with porosities at 0.15 and 0.35 came next. Also, the PFHS with 𝜙𝜙 = 0.45 is an interesting 
design due to its negligibly higher thermal resistances, but substantially lower-weight than those of the SFHS, 
respectively. However, the PFHS with 𝜙𝜙 = 0.55 considerably increased the thermal resistances. This is an 
important finding because based on Fig. 2, all PFHSs seem promising in reducing the thermal resistance at a 
given Reynolds number (flow rate), while Fig. 4 presents the PFHS with 𝜙𝜙 = 0.55 as the low-efficient cooling 
device. In fact, increasing the porosity beyond a certain value leads to the deterioration of thermal performance 
since the majority of the conducting path of the fins are removed by perforations. Therefore, using the PFHS 
with 𝜙𝜙 = 0.55 by relying on the results obtained from Fig. 2 would be practically unacceptable. 
 

 
Fig.  4. Thermal resistances versus pumping powers. Legends stand for SFHS and PFHSs with different porosities. 
 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The key role of pumping power to report thermal performances of air-cooled heat sinks was demonstrated 
through conducting experiments using PFHSs at different porosities. It was shown that describing the thermal 
performance of a heat sink as a function of Reynolds numbers without considering the effects of pressure drops 
across the heat sink may lead to overestimation of the overall performance of the heat sink, which is not 
practically acceptable.  In addition, the present study introduces a new family of efficient thermal management 
solutions to reduce thermal resistances without any penalty in pumping powers.  
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